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On Speculation of Possession and Usage of 
 Digital Resources   
Kiyoshi NAKANO*1
    In recent years, the digital network spread and the use technology has progressed. Therefore some 
people say that the trend, "possession to use" has been ensured on reservation of computing power. 
However, it is not so simple that "possession to use" transforming flows on one-way street as technology 
progresses. It is true that when the digital network progressed, intellectual properties or authoring work 
can be circulated freely from the constraints of physical media. According to this trend, some people also 
say that the change, "the countervalue to the use from the countervalue to possession" is ensured. 
However, it is not so simple too. We have to divide and consider the intellectual property set as the object 
of appreciation, and the intellectual property mainly focus on usefullness, such as software and a patent. 
Furthermore, a prudent examination is required also on the proposition as follows: the development of a 
digital network and the trend, "possession to use" brought methods of pay per use or pay per view, and 
they are the foreboding change of flowering of reciprocating economy. Tips to artists in a cyber-plaza and 
pay per view seem alike at a glance. However, the bottom lines of them differ greatly. 
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